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If some of you noti 
it was our th er 168 1 s 
Award. Wi ·ch I6g:ets 
ear~y by last . . 
Varieze. Ben ids us a1 
We all wish you th~ 
happy landings r ~ 

Many, many ot us 
on September 19J 

t~ophy at our last meeting, 
Aircraft of the Year 

returned five months 
rte--for his beautiful 

• afid has traveled to Denver. 
$ see us often, and 

for the big fly-in 
there. 

The Ohio Chapter o u 1·! l t a::.•:.:~ v~ar' s visit to the 
USAF Museum o:n Saturc: t beT 11, If you have never seen 
this collection of rare milit famous planes at Wright-
Patterson in Dayton, Ohio, well--it's fabulous. I could 
have spent e s 0 tact me for details. 

Wick's Aircraft Supply is sponsoring a Polliwagen construc
tion meeting October 8 - 22. 

Dick just called to c 
a long time member of #16 , 
respected by those who knew 
to his family. 

sad news that Bill Freeman, 
passed away. Bill was 

him our sympathy is extended 

Listen up and support the E.AA on the latest government FAA 
fiasco. After finally ing battle for small numbers 
a few years ago, the FAA wii1 a.gain dictate billboard numbers 
because a few turkeys disobeyed the sane flying laws and 
buzzed. Burn 'em all because a few disobeyed the rule. Our 
government now considers mass punishment legal when history 
records this tvpe of rule became passe by the end of the 16th 
century (excep:i: of course for a fev,r notorious governments). 
Does.this tell us where our coun~ry may be headed? God help 
us. I hope not. 

See you September 23rd, 

J_ 
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THE VICE PAGE 

Larry Grimn's superb talk on aircraft woodworking followed 
by an excellent Oshkosh soundtrack movie by Larry Howell 
made for a very enjoyable and informative evening at our 
August meeting. Thanks again, fellows! 

For our September meeting, Dave Blanton has consented to 
present something we will all be interested in learning 
more about--a successful auto engine conversion for air
craft use. Dick has written many of the details regarding 
the conversion in this month's issue of Hangar Echoes. 

If time allows, Dennis Swenson will present a movie on 
Oshkosh '80, highlighting various aircraft displays and 
workshops. If we run out of time, Dennis will present 
his film at the October meeting. 

See you at the Skyline Recreation Center September 23rd 
at 1930 hours. Remember--it's right after we get home 
from the Kerrville Fly-in. 

Charlie Dorris 
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OSH 1980 is now history curta rings down on another 
unbelievable pageant of a a wonderland. When you quote 
figures like 11,000 t'.ta.n.siex:t ai lanes)) or 32,000 campers, 
trailers, motor s. tents, etc., or 1,550 homebuilts, or 
the sea of humani trolls over display area like an 
overwhelming ti , the mind 1·eally cari 1 t conjure up me11tal 
pictures that do it justice. 

There simply are not enough superlatives and adjectives to 
describe the world's biggest convention accurately. What do 
you say after "tremendous", "amazing", 11gigantic 11

, etc? The 
word.· "huge" falls flat~ too:. as it doesn't convey the incred
ible variety of everything that is paraded across one's field 
of vision, like looking through some kaleidoscope from fairy 
land. 

For instance, that colossal hodge-podge of tents, trailers, 
campers and motor homes gets more fantastic each year. It's 
not really intended to be one of the stellar attractions, but 
it truly is one of the mind-stunning things one encounters 
there. I am positive that no where else on earth could one 
see every conceivable type of mobile housing or shelter as at 
OSH. Looking inside them~ you would see an equally bewildering 
array of methods to cook and store food, drink, bedding, light
ing, etc. The sports world people are really missing a bet by 
not putting the spotlight on OSH's camper city. 

Ordinarily, factory built airplanes don't generate too much 
excitement in me, but again just riding by the thousands of 
randomly parked aircraft is something to behold. If one 
wanted to do a doctor's thesis on aircraft paint scheme design, 
it would be a fantastic laboratory to research. It's like 
seeing a full color history book of all aircraft manufacturers 
production for the last few decades, a visible record of their 
successes and failures in the marketplace. 

Even the commercial exhibitors area is a study in the ingenuity 
of man, his competitive struggles, his integrity and, yes, his 
deceit and greed, too. 

E.A.A CHAPTER 168, P.O. BOX 168, ADDISON, TEXAS. 7 5001 



While the forums and workshops aren't in the mind-boggling 
class, you'd almost have to say the "faculty" of the EAA 
College of Design and Fabrication represented the elite of 
the aviation world. You would say the variety and scope 
of elective subjects that are available in the curricula 
almost totally encompass man's skills and knowledge of 
aircraft design and construction. The prime purpose of 
all these is to educate, of course, but an intangible side 
benefit is a socializing between builders of the various 
types that might be described as almost fraternal in nature. 

We often don't see or even ignore the obvious things, but 
the invisible genie at OSH is the organization and coordi
nation of literally hundreds of volunteers that make all 
this work as smoothly as a well-oiled machine. Over the 
years it has been an evolutionary process, but certainly 
great credit is due to Paul Poberezni and the headquarters 
staff for the efficient manner in which thousands of vehicles 
are registered, parked, serviced, and policed. Nearly every 
human need and desire is taken care of with equal dispatch. 
I say "nearly" as a couple of years ago a bus load of hookers 
arrived on the scene thinking to completely round out the 
needs of the inner man. They were quickly and firmly escorted 
back to their bus and told to spread the word that OSH was one 
of the poorer places to ply their trade. 

Equally well organized and directed is the aerial extravaganza 
that is vaguely described as an "airshow". As always, the 
very cream of the performers of aerobatic wizardy presented 
a dazzling display of skill and perfection in the flawless 
routines. As always, the Christen "Eagles" ( Re Red Devils) 
thrilled the crowds with their ballet-like precision. A 
leaf from the '30s scrapbook was the landing of a J-3 Cub 
atop a car and the rope ladder transfer of a man in a car 
to an airplane. 

The warbirds, too, were impressive with their dramatization 
of various combat situations. I had hoped that we might see 
the "act" I saw at Chino this year, but it wasn't to be. The 
Chino performance was a realistic dogfight between a FOKKER 
triplane and a N EVPORT pursuit, complete with sound effects 
of chattering Lewis and Spandau machine guns. 

As crowds become more blase towards airshows, an increasingly 
popular event at OSH is the pageant of aviation history, an 
aerial parade of considerable magnitude that displays nearly 
every known type of civil aircraft in chronological order 
from the Curtiss pusher days onward to the present. As each 
type flies by, it's like looking at another page of the book 
of aviation's history. Reading between the lines on each of 



these pages would be fascinating stories of man's hopes and 
dreams, of people's lives intertwined in accomplishment and 
failure, of triumph and tragedy. Here one could see the 
transition from the CX·S era to the radial engines in the 
late '20s and these also being supplanted by the flat, 
opposed types. Here one could see how the size and config
urations of aircraft were influenced so plainly by the avail
able engines. There were missing types by the dozens, of 
course, and hopefully in future years we'll see some of 
these gaps filled. Flying long cross country trips with 
the unreliable engines of that era could rarely be described 
as routine as we know it today, so it's not likely those 
same engines could be much better today, and so we can't rea
sonably expect all the restorers of these valuable antiques 
to risk them on many long trips. 

Chapter member Lea Abbott had a ball up there with his 1910 
Curtiss pusher replica and the aviator costume of that era 
that he wore. He was really one of the crowd favorites as 
he taxied in and out to fly. Girls waved and blew him kisses, 
men waved caps, and cameras were clicking madly each time he 
flew. All this wasn't lost on the roving TV cameras and 
reporters either, as they interviewed him for national tele
vision several times. 

Chapter members John Austin, Jim Rushing, and Bob Baker flew 
their homebuilts in and several others arrived in factory 
types. 

As always at OSH, we see a handful of new ones that appear 
as complete surprises. This year the real sleeper was the 
"Dragonfly", frequently described as a side-by-side, ''two 
place Quickie. With a 45 hp VW in the nose, it was pro
claiming a 155 mph cruijing speed. It was developed by a 
San Diego group. The Quickie people were heard to say 
they' 11 take legal action if they try to market it., It 
was a slick looking bird, obviously inspired by the Quickie 
design. , 

The August cover feature was\the "Glas air", the rn:0-lded fiber
glas beauty from Seattle, and it was admired by a host of 
hopefuls that could visualize it as their very own magic 
carpet. It truly is an exciting new design, even though most 
of the old pros I talked to abo4t it were inclined to look 
askance at their claims of speedton the 115 hp engine. 

While not really "new", John Monnet's "Monerai" self-launching 
sailplane with its new XENOAH engine perched on a quickly · 
removable "pod" atop the fuselage, was drawing crowds like a 



June bug in a hen house. I think a lot of people there grasped 
the idea that this might be the wave of the future as far as 
their being able to afford an airplane. His kit is priced at 
a little over $3000---right among the prices quoted for hang 
gliders and ultra-lights---and it can be built in 3 to 400 
man-hours. The power pod adds almost $1000 to it, but can be 
added later. 

The long line of SONERAI I and IIs attest to the fact that a 
lot of people are in' tune with his concepts of economy, per
formance, aesthetus, trailerability, and easy, rapid construc
tion. He very astutely invested in a die to extrude the main 
wing spar (in one piece) and this gives him the capability to 
apply the modular concept to aircraft designs. The Monerai 
sailplane is the first of his designs to use the spar and the 
new "Monex" he displayed at OSH was the second._ It hadn't 
flown yetJ but you'll hear more of it IJm sure. Its perfor
mance on a VW engine will give a Bonanza a fit and here again 
you'll be able to build an all metal airframe in about 400 
hour.~., nang one of the pre-packaged engine kits on it, and 
g~·flying in probably much less time than anything else to 

/date. . 

He already has plans for several other designs built around his 
"Unispar". It will be no exaggeration to say that a builder 
could easily build a wing panel pver a weeken~! While his 
Sonerai designs were relatively easy to build, he admits they 
are "labor intensive" in many areas. The jigless fuselage 
construction of the T-18 has not been lost on him and he has 
even gone beyond that, so keep your eye on young John Monnet. 
He's a "comer". He also presented his low wing Sonerai II at 
OSH, a design he had on the shelf for several years. He noted 
that any mid-wing Sonerai IIs could easily be converted to low 
wing Sonerai IIs. 

Probably the most eagerly awaited new design there was the RV-4. 
Its flight performance was impressive, to say the least, and 
its looks and eye appeal were on a par with the RV-3, perhaps 
even more so. It is truly a beautifully proportioned airplane 
with a durable, rugged look about it. Dick Van Grunsven breaks 
his back to report the airplane's performance without a single 
trace of inaccuracy or exaggeration, so there's very little I 
can add to his descriptive article in Sport Aviation. Dick had 
offered to let me fly it, but that day the grounds were so wet 
and muddy that aircraft movements were forbidden to avoid turf 
damage, so I'll have to make a trip out to Portland and take 
care of that detail one day soon. I did get in a little cock
pit time in it in the rear seat. I found it reasonably com
fortable and well arranged. Head room inside the canopy was 
very good. Dick sat in the front seat and, as you might 
suspect, a front seat occupant blocks off the view of most 
of the instruments. 

0 
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A two place tandem design requires that the rear seat pilot's 
feet be placed close to the front seat pilot's Year end. This 
condition determines the width of the fuselage and if the 
designer gets too generous the fuselage gets almost as wide 
as a side-by-side. If the designer puts rear seat rudder 
pedals under the front seat, the fuselage gets taller than 
it should be. The RV-4 does it a hit diffenmtlv. He moves 
the pilots closer together and this puts the rea~ rudder 
pedals almost even with the front seat pilot's knee; and this 
arrangement seems a little awkward. 

Discussing this with Dick, I was a little startled to hear him 
say that for such reasons he was not :,"ecommendi.ng ch,,; RV-4 as 
a two place trainer. In fact, he-said he might even .leave out 
rear seat rudder pedals when he releas~d drawings! He feels 
the RV-4 should more properly be viewed as having a rear buddy 
seat for demonstration purposes, etc. Not having flown the 
airplane, I'm not sure if I completely agree with his logic. 
I am sure that he will degrade the demand for the RV-4 if he 
doesn't have complete dual controls, Knowing human nature 
to some extent, I believe that if he doesn't put rear rudder 
pedals in his plans, builders will go ahead and do it on their 
own. Time will tell. 

I expected an avalanche of ultra-lights this year, but I was 
wrong. It was only a flood. It's hard to describe them as 
a group, except to say that they are looking a lot less like 
kites and more and more like airplanes. One familiar config
uration caught my eye. It was the KASPERWING, a non-powered 
version of Witold Kasper's controversial design, based on 
lift augmentation via a spanwise vortex. I never saw it fly 
and couldn't locate the builder, Steve Grossruck of Issaquah, 
Washington. I know he was awardeatne Outstand1ng New Design 
trophy in the ultra-light category. 

The grand champion homebuilt was again a Varieze, this one 
by Fred Keller of Anchorage, Alaska. As you might expect, 
there were more Variezes there than any other type this year. 
Quality of workmanship was also up from last year. 

Another new type on display was the "MERGANSER", built by 
Peter Van Dine of Annapolis, Maryland. I'm sure you read 
the write-up on it in Sport Aviation earlier this year. It's 
an interesting new concept in its earlier stages and it seems 
destined to attract a following if the constant crowds around 
it are any indication. 

I ran into an old friend from the "old days n of EAA, f-~arve..r_ 
Mace. He was there with one of the answers to the BD-5 
builder's dilemma. He had converted his BD-5 project to a 
tail dragger and hung the engine in the nose. It's a little 
odd looking, but Harvey seemed to be pleased with the way 
it flew. 



One of the sad things about the BD-5 fiasco was the hundreds-
thousands--of people left high and dry with a sour taste in 
their mouth about homebuilt airplanes. Hopefully, some of 
those projects can be salvaged and maybe Harvey's solution 
will provide the means for some of them. 

Another new type, "DER KRICKET 11
, appeared in duplicate. You 

probably remember reading about them in Sport Aviation several 
months back. These tiny, single place biplanes are all metal 
with cantilever wings. They are powered by VW engines and 
appear to fly reasonably well. 

The Reserve Grand Champion Homebuilt was one of the two Rose 
Parrakeet biplanes that were there. This little single place 
biplane was ATC'd with a Cont. A-40 engine back in the '30s 
after a career as a homebuilt in the Chicago area, and the 
design was modestly popular for awhile until war clouds loomed 
cm the horizon. 

The Polliwagen again made its appearance at OSH, but I didn't 
find out what its flight status was. When I was at Chino in 
the spring it reportedly had flown several hours of flight 
test. I'm sure we'll be getting some info on it in the near 
future. 

Bob Bushbtr was there with his original Mustang II (dating back 
to the 16 s) and he has added something new--a folding wing. 
Some of his control set up uses mating bell cranks, like the 
folding wing T-18 does. This permits wing folding or unfolding 
without having to disconnect or connect aileron controls. He 
uses a universal joint at the rear spar to fold the wing on, 
rotating it so the trailing edge is down. 

There was also a beautiful yellow Turner T-40 there with its 
right wing folded, but his wing folds with the leading edge 
downward. It was gratifying to me to see the folding (or 
removable) wing idea gradually spreading from one design to 
another. I know that it's a shotgun marriage of necessity 
because of skyrocketing hangar rental costs, and it's obvious 
that if a design is to compete in the marketplace in the 
future it will have to have wing folding capability. 

As far as I know, the quick folding cantilever wing idea was 
the brainchild of Gene Turner when he built his first T-40 
back in the late '50s. I well remember that he brought his 
newly painted (fire engine red) T-40 to a meeting at Chapter 
34 at the UTA aero lab and he demonstrated the wing folding 
feature to us that night. I still have an old movie of the 
event. I remember "Pop" Poplawski was there, too, and that 
he had painted the airplane for Gene. 

~ 
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···l':;also saw one of the Sone:rais on display wi·th' its wings 
folded back alongside the fuselage. 

Yau may also recall that Pazmany also designed the wing 
folding featu're into his PL-4 design· ~rid·:,i t":.worked quite 
easily. <•,. 

~:-,-.ft, 

Going back to the: early 1 60s, ):.eonard Eaves developed a 
.simple wing folding mechanism ;f'dFhls Cougar and he always 
trailered it home. Several othe:i; €:;_~uga;r and tailwind 
J:rn.ilders used. his latch up on their airplanes, too. It 
took.-~· few minutes longer than :the ca.J1:iilever wing method, 
as_~e had to remove a ~trut bolt. ~ In his second airplane, 
thti low_}fing ete:r, he made s.µper quick removable wings. 

The original F Baby design was set up for quickly remov
able wings and no doubt that fe~tute will be used more 
widely in the future as the e,:c . .91;1:qmic shoe begins to pinch. 

Another little VW powered cutie made her .debut at OSH, the 
Jankowski J-3. This little 7 tailed pusher is a tail 
dragger. It has a cantilever wing·~ It probably should be 
classified as a mid wing, although it's almost a low wing. 
It's a single place, with its European ancestry reflected 
in the rakish lines of the cabin .enc1o~ure and swept fin 
and rudder. The cab~n has flat- sid,es0 .:and a flat windshield, 
thus eliminating the. need for .a formar·canopy. It is all . 
wood, too. I saw one of these interesting little birds 
under construction at Austin last year, · 

There were a c·ouple of bedraggled looking BD-5.s on hand 
with their engine comp~rtments open. One had a Xenoah engine 
and I think the other was.Honda powered. 

The trusty Pietenpol .w'as there, too. This one ;was powered 
by a stock Ford Fie~;EL 1600 cc engine. lt delivers 85 hp 
at 5500 rpm •. This gives a prop speed of 2075 rpm, via the 
HTD timing belt.reduction "gear" with a 2.65:l ratio. Belt 
life is 500 hours. Complete weight of the engine (less 
coolant) is 262 pdunds, but that includes alternator and 
starter. The reduction unit bolts directly to existing 
holes in the block. If you want more poop on the aFORDable 
alternative, write to: 

Custom Aircraft 
8 Scottdale.:Drive 
Cambridge,. -,on tario, Ca:µada N3C 1X4 

You'd better include a couple or three bucks along with a 
self-addressed env~lope. 

·, 



Still another different one was the single place Delta 
Stingray. It looked like a non-sanforized Dyke pelta, 
but I didn't get any info on it. 

Back in the antique area was a rare bird, the Culver V, 
one of Al Mooney's post war contributions to the light 
plane industry. There was also a round engined Culver 
Dart there. I had to pause and take a long look at an 
OX Robin there. I used to have one and its NC number 
was just one number away from this one (I think). Also 
among the antiques was a Czech META-SOKOL twin engine 
low wing, a very nice looking twin from behind the Iron 
Curtain. There was a rare Travel Air 2000, very beauti
fully restored, sitting alongside the Curtiss Robin. 

My good friend, Don Taylor was there with his globe 
girdling T-18. He's been training r a roundtrip to 
Australia (via Honolulu, Johnson Island, etc.) and he's 
only awaiting an okay to land at Johnson and one more 
U.S. territorial airport en route. The French and the 
Australians have said, "Come on. 11 The U.S. to Honolulu 
will be his longest leg and he says his recent California 
to Bermuda non-stop verifies his projected range capability 
so he's confident he can hack it. 

Mr. C. G. Taylor bought his Taylor Bird back in on a 
trailer again. The Bird now has the T tail installed and 
also a new and slightly larger cowling. Their test program 
has gone painfully slow, as the "company" consists of 
Mr. Taylor and his son. Mr. Taylor's physical condition 
has gone from bad to worse and his son has a full time job, 
so testing and tooling has been a spare time affair. 

Mr. Taylor and I have become good friends over the years, 
and I have the highest respect and admiration for him as 
an airplane designer and as a kind gentleman. I visited 
with him last year and as it came time to leave he asked 
me to give him my candid opinion of the airplane and its 
appeal to the homebuilt market. I told him I felt he 
had the future J-3 Cub in the airplane, but he frankly 
ought to sell the design to a group that could properly 
merchandise it, as his age and physical condition (along 
with his son's job commitment) would make it move too 
slowly. He told me this year that he had decided to 
take my advice. If any of you know of a group or indi
vidual that might be interested in acquiring the propri
etary rights to a fine little airplane design at bargain 
basement prices, give me a call and I'll fill you in. 

) 
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I've heard people comment on how easy :Mr. Taylor came up 
with a super good rpm reduction system for the Subaru engine. 
60 years of aviation experience in design and fabrication 
gave him most of the answers in advance. 

Perhaps you weren't aware that a quiet revolution has been 
taking place within EAA designs. It started back in the 
early days at Rockford when the first VW powered airplane 
made the scene. It didn't create much excitement as there 
were plenty of used Cont. and Lye. 65s around that could be 
had for only a few pesos. As the well gradually dried up 
and builders had to start putting out real money for power 
plants, a number of them looked closely at the possibilities 
of converting automotive, marine, motorcycle, and other 
engines for aircraft use. 

Back in the '30s a similar situation existed and there were 
then two factors fueling efforts in that direction: cost 
and a dearth of available small engines. Excess weight was 
(and still is) the biggest bugaboo. spite of this, their 
efforts bore moderate fruit. There were three different Ford 
engines actually certified by the CAA--the Model A, Model B, 
and V-8. Airplanes with Plymouth, Studebaker, and even a 
Ford Model T engine were flown experimentally. Also in Europe 
there were num~rous aircraft flown with an even wider variety 
of tuto engines, and.these efforts were resumed immediately 
after the end of WWII with an even higher degree of success. 

Whereas the older cast iron block engines of the '30s had 
compromise~ performance by excess weight, the post war air
cooled VWs and Porsche engines were comparable in weight with 
their aviation contemporaries. Their greatest drawback was 
low power and high rpm. In the main, this relegated them to 
use in aircraft in the ultra light category, meaning single 
place with relatively large wings. 

In recent years the pace of experimentation has accelerated. 
We have seen single examples of automotive engines in air
planes at both Rockford and Oshkosh. Buick, Olds, Chevrolet, 
Vega, Corvair, and various Ford engines have made the scene 1 

with rather indifferent response from the members. The 
greatest proliferation of new designs centered around the 
VW engine and its various modifications. The advent of the 
Formula Vee class really ignited members interest. These 
clean little airplanes that would cruise in the 150 mph area 
captured the imagination of many, and we are now looking at 
several designs built in considerable numbers with those 
smooth little VWs purring away merrily on their noses. 

// 
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The thrust took a new direction a few years ago when Ford 
brought out the Pinto. Don Stewart, the Foo Fighter designer, 
was the first to try his hand with the Pinto engine, but a 
couple of years back we read of a Cessna 172 flying with a 
turbo-charged Pinto engine that was delivering 180 horsepower 
in a very dependable manner. This program was being skippered 
by no less a person than the highly respected Dave Blanton, the 
president of Javelin Aircraft Corporation. Javelin is a highly 
specialized engineering £rim in Wichita that is handed super 
tough problems to solve by people like Cessna and Beech. They 
have also been the# 1 supplier of specialized fuel systems 
in the world and are so rated by Lloyds of London. In fact, 
they are the only firm that they approve in this category. 
All this brings me up to date as of Monday morning, August 25, 
when I received a call from Dave saying he couldn't make it 
to our chapter meeting the following day (as we had planned 
in a discussion at Osh). 

In our conversation, he invited me to come to Wichita "some 
time" and fly the Ford powered Cessna and evaluate it. I 
would have said, "How about tomorrow?" except that it was my 
wife's birthday, so I said, "Would Wednesday be too soon?" 
Wednesday was fine, so Wednesday morning I hopped on a BI 
plane headed for ICT. A little over an hour later, Dave and 
I were eating lunch and talking about--you guessed it-- the 
possibilities of a "Ford in your future", to paraphrase an 
advertising slogan. 

It wasn't the Ford engine that they put in the Pinto, Mus
tang and Mercury. It was the Ford Escort engine just now 
arriving on the U.S. scene! When I saw Dave at OSH he had 
told me that he'd soon have one of these engines and that 
its complete weight would be no more than 20 pounds, hea
vier than a Cont. 0-200 (and probably within 2 or 3 pounds) 
and in its turbo-charged form would deliver 150 hp to the 
prop which turned about 2700 rpm! All this for $2000 or 
less, too! Its ignition system is all solid state, which 
eliminates one of the causes of internal failure in air
craft engines using magnetos. It will use 1/3 less fuel 
than an air-cooled engine of comparable horsepower, which 
is another way of saying you could eliminate 1/3 of the 
fuel in your tank and keep the same range (or vice versa). 

As an example, in the case of the T-18, eliminating 1/3 
of the fuel would do away with 60 pounds of weight, which 
is about the weight of a starter, generator, and battery! 
Still another way to visualize it is if you kept the same 
tank on a T-18 the additional still air range would be 
worth another 240 miles! (You could then go from here to 
OSH non-stop with no reserve.) 
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I'll come back to this engine later, but on with the story: 
Javelin Aircraft is located in one large hangar about ten 
miles due east of the McConnell AFB and the Beech and Cessna 
fields. It has its own turf field about a half mile square. 
Walking through the hangar, I noticed the men were finishing 
up a set of wings they built on contract for a radical type 
airplane (that I can't say anything about now). The Javelin 
Ford Cessna was all ready to go outside. It's a purely test 
bed vehicle, so no attempt has been made to pretty it up. 
They've added a faired belly scoop to house the radiator and 
a boxy cowl that was a leftover from experiments with mounting 
the radiator in the nose (which was unsatisfactory). 

We made a quick walk around and an equally quick cockpit brief
ing session and then it was go fly time. 

My first surprise was in starting the engine. I pumped the 
throttle a time or two and on hitting the start button it 
started instantaneously on the very first blade. At idle 
it's very quiet and the noise you hear is a slight whine 
from the turbo and belt drive, plus a slight amount of prop 
noise. No exhaust bark. The turbo has been found to be a 
most efficient muffler. 

It took more than the usual throttle movement to get it moving 
in the heavy grass and as it started to move I read 3100 rpm 
on the tach (1550 rpm at the prop). At full idle rpm I could 
detect a tihy bit of vibration at the panel, but with the 
slightest t rattle opening the engine is absolutely as smooth 
as an electric motor! Taxiing the full length of the field 
gave me a chance to get acquainted with gauge placement and 
readings. 

There's no mag check. Just shove the throttle in and go. 
And,&£. we did. In spite of the fact that we were up to max 
gross on the aircraft and driving a fixed pitch prop, it gets 
with it. Takeoff power is 42" of boost and rpm is, 5400. The 
drag of the big belly scoop was noticeable. If you've ever 
flown a 1956 Cessna 172 with four people and full tanks on a 
hot day, you know its T/O and climb performance is poor. This 
one was considerably better than that, even though we took off 
in pretty high grass and had the extra drag of the scoop. The 
scoop drag makes the airplane try to pitch down, causing extra 
drag of the evelator from holding back stick pressure. Anyway, 
I wasn't interested in airplane performance. It would be like 
comparing apples to oranges. 

I had been furiously thinking for nearly two days 9n just how 
to do a valid test on an engine while flexing in a test bed 
airplane. How would I do it iri a car? First of all, how does 



it start? How does it idle? How rapidly does it respond to 
a quickly opened or closed throttle? Is there apparent or 
detectable loss of power in the belt drive reduction? How 
does it feel at various rpms? How does it sound? How does 
it cool? The only other thing I could think of was how does 
it respond to gyroscopic loads in flight. Does the prop 
vibrate as the airplane is yawled severely? Or pitched up 
and down? Or in combination with changing power up or down? 

To summarize briefly, I gave it 100% in each and every one of 
these departments. It is absolutely vibrationless as far as 
detection in the cockpit is concerned. Throttle response is 
beautiful going up or down. The torque curve seems to be at 
the proper place and reasonably linear. There is no noticeable 
"bogging" down of the reduction unit during throttle advance. 
There was no detectable sound or vibration change when I yawed 
the airplane suddenly and violently. Ditto pitch up or a 
super quick steep turn. Ditto the above at idle power and 
with throttle advancing or closing. It will climb at a very 
steep angle without faltering. 

After checking out these items, I was about out of ideas. It 
was cooling well and running great, so I came in and landed 
since my check pilot was on his lunch hour from his job with 
Beech and there was no particular point in just boring holes 
in the sky. 

The engine noise is "different". One hears the whine of the 
turbo and some noise from the belt drive plus a certain amount 
of prop noise. It takes a little while to sort out what you're 
hearing and how much of each. Total decibels in the cabin have 
been measured by Cessna engineers as about half of normal, but 
that really doesn't tell the story in full. The sound frequency 
is almost as important as intensity. I found the frequency 
"annoying", but not too objectionable. From full T/0 power 
(5400 rpm) back to the 4600 cruise rpm, there was a vast dif
ference in what loosely might be called ear discomfort. The 
noise "problem" is one easily solved, I think. 

'Years ago when Cessna was getting their 172 with the 175 hoss 
geared engine ready to market, they had a vibration problem 
that wouldn't go away. They blamed the engine people and the 
engine people blamed the prop people. Finally a savvy old 
mechanic suggested they fly it without the cowling. Presto! 
No vibration. They were getting a greater "air hammer" effect 
from the longer prop blades each time they went by the cowl. 
The solution was to attach the cowl to the engine rather than 
the airframe. Thus it turned out to be smoother and quieter 
than before. 



I think Q tip props and an acoustically treated cowl (perhaps 
attached to the engine, too) would put the Javelin Ford Cessna 
noise level on a par with an automobile at moderate highway 
speed. Lots of things make noise--the air intake for instance. 
Props are notoriously noisy. Going to multiple blades usually 
helps, along with the Q tips. Get everything all quieted down 
up front and you'd hear air noise from the airframe, leaky 
windows or doors (just like in a car at 50 mph, only more so). 
The Cessna 172 is a notoriously dirty airplane dragwise and 
all of those drag items use energy and cause noise, just like 
blowing over the neck of a bottle. 

Right about now some of you are saying, ''If you put a turbo
charger on those engines and pull all that power out of them, 
they won't hold up. They won't be dependable, etc. ! 11 Well, 
I don't know where such things get started, but I'll tell you 
this much: Ford routinely pulls engines off the line at 
random and puts them on a test stand and runs them at rated 
power (5400 rpm) for 3500 hours continuously! Does that sound 
like an engine that won't stand up at the high rpms used in 
aircraft? The answer is that the turbo smooths out the recip
rocating loads, providing an internal air cushion. It's the 
strong force reversals that stretch rods, elongate bearings, 
stretch bolts, overload wrist pins, etc. In the Ford engines 
the stock forged T.R.W. pistons are the best pistons that can 
be bought. Also, every engine is precision balanced, put on 
a test stand and run. If it has the slightest vibration, it 
is thrown in the scrap heap, including all accessories. 

There's much, much more--and they are facts, not conjecture. 
It is a fact that Dave has one of the finE~st dynamometers 
in the business, and it's been a valuable tool for him. He 
has accumulated a great wealth of data running the engine on 
the dynamometer and in extensive flight test program. 

While the 140 cubic inch engine is now producing over 220 hp 
and in the later 152 C.I.D. engine now coming on line will 
be capable of over 275 safely usable horsepower, it is too 
heavy for most of the homebuilts except Barracuda and some of 
the larger war replicas. The 140T has been the basis for the 
accumulation of data, leading up to the development of the 
Ford Escort engine in its 98 and 110 C.I.D. versions, with or 
without the turbo. The serious spade work has now been done 
and now the homebuilder is on the threshold of being handed 
a fine, dependable aircraft power plant for far less than 
half what an air cooled engine would cost. It will burn 1/3 
less fuel, maintenance and overhaul will be only a fraction 
of the A/C engine, it will be much quieter, and will suffer 
no weight penalty. It can be used in almost any airplane 
that now uses 100 - 150 hp and, last but not least, it's 
here now! 



Tuesday, September 23rd is our next meeting. (That's right 
after the Kerrville weekend.) Our entire program will be 
given by Dave Blanton, who is making a special trip down 
here to tell you about this exciting new facet of home
building! It will be a standing room only crowd, so come 
early so you won't miss a single minute of it. There'll 
be a question and answer session at the end of his slide 
lecture. I can promise you that you'll come away a whole 
lot smarter about engines than when you went in. 

From all reports, the Kerrville fly-in will be the biggest 
one yet and will be well attended by our local chapter 
members. We'll have a report on it next month. 

Also next month we'll have a first flight report of Wade 
Mumaw's Hiperbipe. Yep, it'll fly any day now. The""wiii"gs 
are on again to stay and he's had the engine running, so 
stand by. 

It's also lny day for Charlie Lamb and his super Stephens 
Akro. More on this, too. 

We'll also have a really great story from Dr. Mark Graham 
telling of his experiences in building and flying a Scorpion 
helicopter. It'll be must reading next month, so don't miss 
it. I found it fascinating. 

Ernie Ludwick is doing a fine job on our covers each month 
and this month is another good 'un. He has used some of 
the pictures I took at the Denton Fly-in but space didn't 
permit putting identification blocks under them. The upper 
left one is of Chapter Member Harold Miller's Culver Dart, 
a real beauty. The next one down is Jim Younf's Fly Baby. 
The next one down is Leonard Eaves "Skeeter"rom Oklahoma 
City. It's recently been converted to a tail dragger. #4 
is titled "EAA is fun, fun, fun", according to Peggy Young. 
Still another says it should be, "One too many fly-ins." 
We'll continue to print other shots of Denton, Oshkosh, 
and local projects in the months ahead. 

That's it for this month, gents. If I don't see you at 
Kerrville, I'll be looking for you Tuesday night, the 23rd. 
Mark it down so you won't forget it this time or you'll hate 
yourself the next morning. Adios. 
. / 

/6 

Dick 



SEATCN'S SAFETY~ 

by 

NORMAN AND SHARON SEATON 

Good news from John Jarchow, our F 
Specialist! John sayss "We're going in tha r 
with the Southwest Region showing a 1Lr% dec:cease 
Dallas District showing a 23% decrear.rn 
accidents. Keep up the good work!tt 
nominations for Flight Instructor and Nl 
of the Year. · 

In our last safety summary, we l 
lems that pilots encounter upon land 
aircraft damage; this month, we would 
some ideas that we feel will make as 
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the 
total 

11.:coking for 
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up with 

Is your mind on the landing you Fire or is 
it preoccupied with other matters? To be ot, it is 
imperative that one develop a talent I.ife's 
problems and thinking only of flying. organized 
enough to complete our landing checklist spare. 
We have seen pilots charge into the pattern and without 
checking the pattern, the runway, ar their o\\l~ • A 
good pilot will monitor the pattern before ~ he will 
prepare his aircraft for landing while st J. .,, .. i vnwind; 
or, in the case of control towers, before he so on final 
approach. Once the aircraft is set up in the landing configu
ration, he will proceed to execute a good rectangular pattern. 
A good pattern will normally result in a good ing. At any 
rate, it is difficult to accomplish a good :following 
a lousy approach! 

In summary, think about preparing your aircraft, fly a 
good pattern, check the runway, keep xour head out of the 
cockpit, and think about the landing! 

The following is an excerpt from the August~ 1980 issue 
of Aviation Monthly1 

ds "Each year aviation accident reports an increase 
in accidents involving unwarranted low-altitude flying or 
'buzzing.• This type of accident tends to increase during 
the summer months. During 1978, 31 accidents 13 of them 
fatal, resulted from unwarranted low-altitude ing. 

All uilots should be aware that the two most serious 
types of'aviation accidents are (a) colllslon another 
aircraft, and ( b) collision with the ground. No ~:ensible 
pilot would knowingly jeopardize his safety ing in 
close prozimity to another aircraft, yet many seem to dis
count the dangers involved in unwarranted low,=al tude flight." 

•;-"',. 

Jl«: • 



XPERIMENTA 

IRCRAFT 

AssOCIATI 
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION, 
BOX 229, /IALES CORNERS, WI 53130 • PHONE: 414-425-4860 

BILLBOARD NUMBERS- . .. AG 
Dear EAA Member: 

From 1965 I petitioned the FAA for smaller registration numbers as 12 inch high rwmi:csr,· 
unsightly, detract from paint schemes and serve no useful purpose. On September ;'4, 197? 
comments were recognized with an amendment to FAR Part 45 . .. the FAA agreed 12 inch 
numbers could no longer be justified. 

Now, less than three years later a NPRM has been issued proposing the display m,u:;s at 
least 12 inches high on some aircraft. We have come too far to accept this poiiticaitv 
action. Whether or not it directly affects you, please ... write now .· .. and express your 

I appreciate your support. 
Sincerely, 
Paul H. Poberezny, President 
Experimental Aircraft Association, Inc. 

In 1977 the FAA granted small registration marks and said: ''The Department of IJBfenEc, t1;;; 

longer considers 12 inch marks as necessary for the air-to-air identification of these ainrm'i .. 

" ... 12 inch marks on the tail or fuselage have proved only minimally successful in 
air identification ... " · 

Now the FAA says "it has complaints that law enforcement activities have been hampered 
small marks and that these small marks encourage violations of certain laws .. ·. a high rate 
traffic flow cannot be maintained safely without effective visual identification (large identifica
tion marks) ... 

. . . considerable difficulty has been encountered by controllers in verifying aircraft radio position 
reports on the airport surface ... marks (small) often cannot be read quickly from the tower with 
the aid of binoculars." 

"AFTER A REASONABLE PERIOD OF TIME, IF PROBLEMS PERSIST, FAA WILL CONSIDER 
FURTHER RULE MAKING TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE." . 

In the detail accompanying the NPRM there is further emphasis on identification on the ground and 
this together With law enforcement activities appear to be the only criteria on which the NPRM 
is based. 

The FAA proposes that ••• 
the display of marks at least 12 inches high be re{luired on fixed wing aircraft, except for aircraft 
built more than 30 years ago, antique, exhibition and experimental aircraft, airships, balloons 
and gliders. 

The 12 inch high marks will be required on an aircraft when it is repainted or the marks are re
painted, refurbished or changed. 

Your EAA objects to: 
The political expediency of this NPRM ... there can be no other reason when you consider the 

comments made by the FAA in 1977. 

We suggest: 
Those supporting this proposal should have visited our Oshkosh convention. At Oshkosh ·ao 

during an 80 minute period, a small group of competent controllers dispatched 1,080 aircraft ... 
N numbers (registration marks) were rarely used. Most aircraft at Oshkosh '80, the world's busiest 
airport, were identified. by color, type, time and place only, with total movements exceeding 75,000 
in eight days. 



WOULD YOU like to fly with no 
fear of blundering into the in

visible, dangerous stall that is re
sponsible for at least 40 percent of 
flying fatalities? To do so you need 
only an air-angle indicator, by means 
of which you can keep tabs on the re
lationship between the attitude of your 
airplane and the angle at which the 
air is flowing over its wing&. With such 
an instrument, approach to the stall 
becomes visible; you can relax and 
enjoy flying, always firmly under con
trol. 

Without such a device, you cannot 
see the air and a stall can sneak up on 
you. Obviously when you can see and 
judge the angle at which air is flow
ing past your airplane, you can avoid 
stalls. Some pilots think experience 
protects them and some think that ade
quate airspeed is a guarantee against 
stalling, but they are wrong and sta• 
tistics prove it! 

A recent FAA statement on air safe
ty revealed that more than 50 percent 
of all fatal crashes were preceded by 
stalls or spins! 

In looking into the matter of stalls, 
I selected at random more than 50 
crash reports and, upon analyzing 
them, discovered that nearly 40 per
cent of them were caused by, or were 
immediately preceded by, a stall. A 
consideration of the flying experience 
of the pilots involved in the reports 
I studied proves that experience as a 
safeguard against stalling is clearly a 
myth. To illustrate the point vividly, 
I took a sheaf of 15 reports out of the 
pile at random and noted the pilot 
hours on them just as they happened 
to come out of the pile: 51; 554; 150; 
807; 12,000; 1,300; 16,000; 1,400; 4,000; 

INDI TO 
A Fail-Safe lnstr11ment 

By Tenence O'lV,Bi11 
(E.AA 5572) 

791 Livingston Street 
Carlyle, Illinois 

(Ulustrated 

662; 1,070; 453; 853; 402; and 600 
(Fig. 1). 

Thi:s was obviously not a group of 
student pilots; with but two exc<,p
tions out of 15 it can be said that an 
were certainly experienced pilots and 
two in fact were very experienced 
onesl Why did they stall? C'arck:ss'.' 

Certainly r:ot> f3.:;r,;,jih,W each got into 
a bind c,: l,c;t ,fr,ip;, !Slow down a 
little mor;;; than i".hff.:Y should have and 
a tl.ozen pe•Yµ'e bst t'heL· lives in these 
15 stall acddent.~ :;,lone -- primarily 
because the invoh,ed couldn't 

to& their planes. 
,fr;;;,i.:i on next p1111) 

PUZZLE: He ~NDERED where the wind was comtng fromi 
ANSWER: With a wind vane he would have SEEN wind at 120, 
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minimi;r.e the seriousness of the rest 
of them. 

How does an air-angle indicator 
work? Let's explain by giving an ac
tual example. Several years ago I 
mounted such an instrument on Gil
bert "Art" Whitacre's little biplane, 
Old Hen Crow, and let him try it out. 
He made ,some turns around Ed 
Shenk's field at Lattto, Ind., and land
ed. "How did you like it?" I asked. 
"Oh, fine!" Art replied. That didn't 
satisfy me. "Did you stall it? What 
did it read?" I persisted. "Well," he 
added, "I noticed that it showed about 
20 degrees when the ship was getting 
ready to stall. I also noticed that 
when I made a normal turn at cruis
ing speed, the angle went up! That 
kinda surprised me!" 

A year later the indicator was still 
on his ship and I sounded him out 
about his further impressions of it. 
Now he used it for steep turns and 
"lazy eights", in which he held it at 
about 15 degrees. He had learned that 
his plane stalled at 20 degrees sharp, 
without warning, and so he flew ap
proaches and cruised at about seven 
to eight degrees and climbed at ten 
degrees which he had found was the 
angle for best climb. At one point 
his airspeed indicator wasn't working 
for a week or two and he flew by the 
air-angle indicator instead with no 
problems. 

The air-angle indicator was on his 
ship three years later, too, I found 
one day when I called to inquire about 
it again. He was sold on it. It had 
been his experience that endless ques
tions about it were asked of him 
when he appeared at fly-ins. "I tell 
them I use it for checking the angles 
during turns - the indicator shows 
the angle that the wing makes with 
the wind it flies into. For example, 
my plane flies with the indicator 
showing seven degrees in straight and 
level flight and, as I said before, in 
stalls at 20 degrees. Knowing this, I 
use the indicator regularly when land
ing on short runways; I keep the ship 
riding at about 15 degrees and thus 
make it approach with appropriate 
steepness of glide without ever get
ting dangerously near the 20 degree 
point. I use is for checking air angles 
during turns - few pilots realize 
how much it increases with the angle 
of bank." 

The angle at which the air meets 
a wing can change momentarily, such 
as when flying in turbulent air, en
countering an updraft or downdraft 
duririg a landing approach, or passing 
through another 11ircraft's propeller 
wash. For thi~ r~f80n, safety requires 

,,;; •f' 

!lying at a safe margin below lhc 
stalling point. The tQp sketch in Fig. 
3 illustrates this point. Its center 
sketch depicts a typical homebuilt 
monoplane and the figures given 
bring out how slowly down only seven 
mph can put the ship on the verge of 
stalling during an approach. Its lower 

angle at which the wind was meeting 
his wings. So he flew safely! 

It boils down to this. Air angle 'is 
fixed and dependable. Your plane flies 
as long as you keep its wing or wings 
pointed into the airflow within tho 
region of about 20 degrees positive 
and 15 degrees negative. Fig, 4 illus-

Oncoming Wino 

the angle of attack 

◄1------;;;~;;;;;..--St~l l . A~gl e 

18 'J t O 2 0 0-------
ANY AiltCRAFT ON FINAL 

=====::::::::::::.:::::::::::.:::::.:::-::::::7 

80 mph Approach final, lg, at 14° air angle 
73 mph Approach final, lg stall at 17° air angle 

8o mph Air angle required to ROLL 'ro 

10° 

200 

30° 
lt.c)O 

FIG. 3 

sketch illush·atcs the relationship be
tween a plane's actual angle of bank 
and the increase in air angle neces
sary to make it execute a banked turn. 
You do get very close to the stall 
point during steeply banked turns! 

I asked Art if he thought his air
angle indicator had kept him out of 
trouble. He replied that he uses it. 
at least subconsciously, all the time, 
to keep track of the air angle. One 
time, for example, he was trying some 
knife-edge maneuvers and noticed the 
air-angle indicator was getting into 
the red even though the airspeed was 
staying the same. He thus realized he 
was getting close to a high-speed stall 
and eased off before it hit him. 

Although Art has no formal training 
in aerodynamics, he spoke correctly 
in evaluating the story his air-angle 
indicator was telling him. It taught 
him to relate flight conditions to the 

lralcs lhi,s as it appliell tu 110nmtl and 
inverted flight. Since they arc present
ing themselves to the wind upside 
down and their shape relative to the 
airflow is then much different, most 
airfoils will stall at a lesser angle 
when being forced into the wind in 
this manner during inverted flight, 

Why not make you own air-angle in
dicator and try it out? Perhaps the 
EAA can show the aviation world the 
better path to air safety! As shown 
in Fig. 5, there's really not much to it. 
It amounts to only a little balanced 
weathervane mounted on a horizontal 
rather than a vertical pivot. Make 
yours well enough to operate smooth
ly and show no undesirable effects 
from vibration. 

Mount your air-angle indicator so 
that it rides in undisturbed air out
side of the propeller bla:st and ahead 

(Continued on next page) 
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AIR ANGLE INDICATOR ... 
(Continued from Precedin1 Pase> 

of the wing airflow. In general, about 
one-sixth of the wing chord ahead of 
the wing's leading edge is about right. 
On biplanes, a location about one-third 
the way down one of the interplane 
struts will put it at a point where it 
will register minimum inaccuracy 
caused by interference airflow effects 
between upper and lower wings. Keep 
it away from the immediate region 
of points where wing struts meet strut
braced monoplane wings. 

Take your plane up and run through 
some stalls. Now you can see the ship's 
stall angle! Mark the stall point on 
the indicator with some red tape or 
paint. Once you've got the indicator 
marked to show your ship's stall angle 
accurately, you will be able to avoid 
stalls because you can see them com
ing on, regardless of the plane's speed 
or attitude. You'll always be able to 
tell just how far back you can safely 
haul the stick in emergencies. You'll 
know how sharply and steeply you 
can safely turn. You can make steep 
landing approaches without danger of 
having the bottom fall out from under 
you. You'll be able to locate and hold 
your plane's best climbing angle. Fly 
air angles for more fun and safety! @ 

APPROXDIATE NORMAL AND 
INVERTED STALL ANGLES 

.. ... 

Oncoming Wind ... .. 
FIG. 4 

½" minimum rod or tube. Attach through leading edge to spar. 
locate on left wing, five feet from :tuselage,. 

AIR ANGLE VANE 

FIG. 5 
40 JULY 1970 

oo \,\:c,e~ 
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-+- Oncoming Wind i 



15,000-r-------+-----------

5,000 +-----+--+-----··-- _,. 

STALL/PILOT EX?Er:J.EHCE !l!YTH 

13 Pilote: over !;.QO hr~. 
2 Pilots unde:i: ;.O{; hrz ~ 

FIG. 1 

at k;;sl 25 rcs1.ltcd from pure, 
unintentional stalls. Another ten per
cent were caused by stalling out of 
acrobatic maneuvers, So that totals 
nearly 35 percent of homebuilt air
craft crashes being stall-caused. What 
is lar,king is something to tell other

pilots directly i.llnd un
clEn;i',mdably ,,vhat the ai,· angle is at 
any give.n. r11.Jff.1.ent. 

tv,;o examples to illustrate 
th!: 11?.( Jarr, rr·e::itBd by the invisibility 
of si,·!J". A C,,vs-'!r w&s making an ap
pioa.::h t,:; 2. California airport at two 
n'cleck in the afternoon. The pilot 
ha.l over 1,000 hours flight experi
cr:c:~ i!v:iudi.,I,{ 80 hours in the type. He 
fm.t1,d hiff,St'lf s1u,dwiched between an 
En:·i;;;,:H, 2head and an Aztec behind. 
ifo hrned ir:t,: I~nal in nose-high at
titnde and conun.ued turning as if to 
make r: 16i.l ,:;,,gree turn for better se-
.:~: :1 c n·:' ~ 1\S 
::·_1H1 ::.:1::~Eed: 

:js ~~raffic situation -
::::01..1;;21·t crashed into 

short of the run-
,v:;: wi·'.'., Er,tal re~uit,; to pilot and pas
serctt·r 'fhis i:,i.rne had not been slowed 
rk,11•'1 irwrdinately ---- yet it stalled. To 
sec, tu::n to another ex-

CuxL:adt\:;_<· heovier racing plane of 
, :;:,"cH,:,ea'r H.&.ce type. In calling it 

, ""' 1~10ari j t v1as heavy in 
,·'·"r0,.L0n \ ,irerall size. Say its 
er,~ f•!.Y 1.reigL\ is 7L.O .lbs., its vting has 

Angle (of attack) 

Wind 

FIG. 2 

AIR ANGLE INDICATOR ... 
(Continued from preceding page) 

This angle varies in flight, depending 
on throttle setting, airspeed, use of 
the flight controls, air turbulence, 
maneuvering, etc. Fig. 2 illustrated the 
relationship between a plane's flight 
path and the air angle as it would 
exist when flying level at reduced 
speed. Obviously in this -- and in 
many other - situations, an airplane 
is edged toward a stall. Sometimes, 
such as when deliberately flying 
slowly, a pilot knows it and is very 
much on guard. Other times, such as 
when his attention is diverted, he lets 
his ship edge toward a stall without 
realizing what is happening. 

A review in SPORT AVIl!.TION of 
101 homebuilt aircraft crashes showed 
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a mcagci· 6G sq. fl. of area and has a 
thin high-speed airfoil that features 
low dr&g at the expense of a very 
modest lift coefficient, and it is load
ed with a 180 lb. pilot, with a 20 lb. 
parachute plus 80 lbs. of ga,s, giving a 
gross weight of 1,000 lbs. 

Now a race is on, and this ship is 
doing 170 mph on the straightaway 
trying to catch up with the pack 
ahead. In this flight condition only 
one-third of the available wing lift is 
being used. A pylon is reached and 
this ship's pilot rolls up the wing and 
comes back on the stick. The G-meter 
on the instrument panel goes up and 
up_ Suddenly at about 3½ G's the seat 
seems to drop out from under the pi
lot, the lwrizon flips to the other side 
of the windshield and keeps on spin-

ning. Mother Earth comes up t:, ~:vt, 
the ship a wallop for st.iii:n:;;; 
mph. Or maybe the pilot is d>, w 

recover in time. 

Everyone on the ground sac:s: 
hit the propwash of the ,ship;; c:L:a,<l 
of him and it flipped him!" Bl,t 0

,
0 ,y 

aeronautical engineer who might 
been watching would say: 
high-speed stall!" And hs:: w,x:1d 
right! The racing pilot tryi,,g: to ;y:.1k,, 

a sharp, fast turn pulled bact ,en tb, 
control stick too far ii.no to0 
forced his wing to meet the n1shi:,c,; 
air past its stalling angle. 
save him from stalEng. /,,,,·'.· 
stall at a certain angle, ;_,-::; 
speed. All depending on 
characteristics of its clidoU, 
of air over it changes f-:o,,c . t_2,d/ 

turbulent at some particuLh' :;r:;tfo '"'d 
there's your stall regt:-Jl:~ss cJf y,,ur
speed! 

You've hear<l of st,1E 
cators. But do you knn·-;..; 
they are telling you ,,,·h'-""; 
start flashing and their J·,o; 
Only that you are somw,,:h,Ft, 
five and zero degrees of 
exactly how many de::;;·c:ct; : ,· 
from the actual stall .. Tl;.is 
under normal cin:i'.r,·,.:.>•:•(·= 
normal circumstanceii t" r, i/r 

You stall whu1 .!1L1s,_,;f 
stances gang up on ycu. Vo•,.,, ,_,1;,;i.1._, 
stops hitting on ;:me r:y~l, .,b: 
a climb-out. Or, the Mr '.s ,.,Gt,:,~ 
you thought. There yuu w:e, gu\D\ u,-' 
slower than you're accusto,,~,.,d 
the trees at the end of ihe rn.awa}' 
are approaching fast. Right the,1 
stall-warning buzzer ;;ta;-ts hI, W'.;:,g. 
That just adds to your pMiil'! h. 
tells you is that you am son,e•Hh,,;::.,, 
between five and zero degrees of 
stalling, where what you want desper
ately to know is - how far do you 
dare pull back on the elevator control 
without losing everything? 

No buzzer can tell ;vou Hwt A,-1.,(,. 
is the only constant flight ;ndicatar. 
Your plane's stalling angle is the only 
unchanging stall warning. While fly
ing, it is hard to remember spf;cds, 
turn degrees, and G's. It's much ea,sier 
to glance at an indicator which giv,cs 
you precisely. the information you 
necd--an air-angle im:!icat@r. It lets 
you see the angle at which yom· plane 

· is riding relative to the wind. It lets 
you see exactly how close you are to 
the stalling angle. 

An air-angle indicator is a faik,afo 
instrument and in. my ovvn vie,v is the' 

only instrument that should re,dy he 
required in an airplane for it is the 
way to avoid stalling, and if you avoid 
stalling you avoid a lot of cnishes and 
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